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Past	  work	  on	  Interac@ons	  



LEARNING	  TO	  TEACH	  DIAGNOSIS	  
Past	  work	  on	  interac@ons	  



If I Could Talk To The Animals 

David N. Blank-Edelman 
Northeastern University CCS 
LISA 2001 Invited Talk 



Should We Ask a Mechanic? 
No. 

•  They can pull parts 
and put them back in 
again. 

•  Their world does not 
fluctuate as much. 

•  They have much 
better instrumentation 
than we do. 



Should We Ask a Doctor? 

Getting warmer, but no. 

•  Works on the same 
species. 

•  Largely has the luxury 
of communicating 
directly with the 
patient for diagnostic 
information. 



Should We Ask a Veterinarian? 

Yes. 

•  In common: 
–  Large variety of 

different species 
–  Can’t easily replace 

parts and have patient 
live. 

–  Diagnostic information 
comes from a third 
source. 



How Are Vets Taught? 

•  27 accredited schools in the US 
•  4 in Canada 
•  Largely 4 year schools, last year is heavily 

clinical 
•  Extremely competitive, rigorous admission 

standards.  
•  They are hard work after you get in too. 



My “Research” 
•  I reviewed all the available curricula listings from 

US schools (~70%) 
•  I followed up with question to representatives 

from ~⅓ of the schools 
•  Getting hold of veterinarians is hard, getting hold 

of veterinarians that teach is very hard. 
•  I asked at least these two questions: 

–  Where/how do you explicitly teach diagnostic skills? 
–  Where/how do you teach about acquisition of 

diagnostic information from an owner of an animal? 



Example Answers 
•  Some standard answers: 

–  Everywhere and nowhere (you fool) 
–  Problem Based Learning 
–  Clinical years (rounds, etc)  

•  Cornell university: 
–  Entirely PBL in the 1st 2½ years 
–  Clinics in the second year sometimes videotaped 
–  Community practices service (see healthy animals) 

•  Iowa State: 
–  PBL-hybrid class in 1st 4 semesters which includes fake patients 

with problems 
–  Communications skills class taught by counselors,  

not vets 



IMPROVING	  INTRA-‐	  AND	  INTER-‐SPECIES	  
TECHNICAL	  COMMUNICATION	  
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SysAdmin, Stories and Signing: 
Learning from Communication Experts 

David N. Blank-Edelman 
Northeastern University CCIS 
LISA2002 



Stories are Good for… 
•  Describing sequential or related events 
•  Making diverse information coherent 
•  Being a credible conduit for information 
•  Passing on lessons or exhortations 

–  Frozen stories 
–  Stories with a specific lesson/moral 
–  Stories with a lesson the listener must find 

•  Fulfilling a number of social roles: 
–  Establishing membership in a community 
–  Establishing an individual’s identity 
–  Establishing a community’s identity (shared interpretations) 

•  Making experience reproducible and reusable (safely) 



Storytelling Cosmology 

Storyteller Audience 

Story Story 

Story 



Nice PowerPoint-fu,  
but what does it mean? 

•  This is a real-time process 
•  You are not the story, but don’t isolate it within 

yourself 
•  The storyteller creates the story in the members 

of the audience 
•  Storytelling is a negotiation 

–  The storyteller creates and manages a set of 
expectations 

–  You can violate them, but you must do it in a safe way 
•  The storyteller must honor the two-way contract 

that has been created 



Interpretation Cosmology 

Source 
Creator 

Source 
Recipient 

Source Text 

Source 
Creator Source Text Target 

Recipient 
Target Text Interpreter 



UNDERSTANDING	  THE	  EXTERNAL	  
PERCEPTION	  OF	  SYSTEM	  
ADMINISTRATORS	  
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Through the Lens Geekly:  
How SysAdmins Are Portrayed 
in Pop Culture 

David N. Blank-Edelman 
Northeastern University CCIS 
LISA 2003 



The Three Stereotype Polarities 

•  Competence 

•  Morality 

•  Hipness 



EXPLORING	  THE	  DEBUGGING	  
PROCESS	  FOR	  COMPLEX	  SYSTEMS	  

Past	  work	  on	  interac@ons	  



System Administration !
and Sex Therapy:!
The Gentle Art of Debugging 

David N. Blank-Edelman
Northeastern University CCIS
LISA 2004 



Why SysAdmin & Sex Therapy? 

•  Draws a crowd, no? 
•  Our debugging tasks are 

getting harder 
•  Debugging is not just binary 
•  Two fields share a few 

things in common: 
–  complex systems without 

authorship or control 
–  “Should just work” 



Our Debugging Tasks are 
Getting Harder 

•  Tendency towards 
complex and distributed 
dependency 

•  Don’t control all of the 
parts and we haven’t 
written all of the software 

•  Source code availability 
increasing…but the level 
it helps is decreasing 



Sex Should “Just Work” 
1.  All other couples have sexual intercourse 

several times a week. 
2.  Sex for all other couples includes orgasm on 

every occasion. 
3.  All other couples are able to obtain orgasm 

simultaneously. 
4.  If sex is not good then there must be something 

wrong with the relationship generally. 
5.  Partners should instinctively know what type of 

stimulation their partner needs. 
6.  If a partner does not respond sexually to his/her 

partner then he/she does not find the partner 
sexually attractive. 
      (Spence, 1991) 



DOCUMENTING	  COMPLEX	  
MULTIVARIATE	  PROCESSES	  SO	  NOVICES	  
CAN	  REPEAT	  THEM	  	  
+	  	  
PERFECT	  AND	  CONTINUOUS	  
FUNCTIONING	  IN	  HIGH-‐PRESSURE	  
TEAM	  SITUATIONS	  
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Cookin’  
     at the Keyboard 

David N. Blank-Edelman 
Northeastern University 

Lee Damon 
University of Washington with 



Why Cooking is Hard 
"To make a fine sauce, you can't just follow the 
recipe exactly, it's never exactly the same, so you 
always have to adjust. But that takes experience," 
he says. 
"Do you need to add a touch of port to it, add a 
few more beets to the Bordelaise, reduce it down 
a bit to achieve a deeper, richer color? There are 
different things you need to adjust each time to 
make a sauce consistent. You don't achieve 
consistency just by doing it the same way every 
time."#

     # #—Terrance Brennan in Culinary Artistry (emphasis mine)#



Why Cooking is Hard 
(Bob Scher) 

•  You aren’t cooking. 
–  At best, managing the 

conditions 
•  Number of variables are huge: 

–  the weather, the season, the 
cook's disposition and mood, 
the quality and state of the 
ingredients, the equipment, 
altitude, etc.#

•  Cooking is very rarely a  
linear process.#



Why Writing about Cooking is Harder 
(Lorna Sass) 

•  You never make the same food twice. 
•  Really describing how to make a dish 

would scare readers. 
•  People no longer use common  

sense when cooking so you  
have to be more precise. 

•  Hard to write good instructions 
(requires repeated crossing of  
left/right brain divide). 



Testing Recipes (the ATK Way) 
1.  Research, yield 5-7 recipes#
2.  Kitchen test all recipes to determine variables, 

important attributes, goals#
3.  Start to test each variable, one at a time 

(several weeks, 40-50 tests)#
4.  Find final candidate, approved by  

Test Kitchen director#
5.  Sent out to professional recipe tester, writes 

up formal report#
6.  Sent to “friends of Cooks” (1000-2000 people, 

50-200 responses), sent back to #3?#



What Do You Need to Be A 
Line Cook in Their Kitchen? 

•  Chef McClelland adds:#
–  Focus#
–  Dedication to craft/willingness to 

succeed in environment#
–  Accepting the contract: will be 

professional, will chase perfection 
on a daily basis#

–  Willingness to realize not an 
individual, work in unison/rhythms#

–  Willingness to jump in to help#
–  Ability to receive new information 

and produce with it 



Mise En Place 
 “Everything in place” 

•  Physical 
–  All food prepared and ready to cook 
–  All sauces and garnishes 
–  Cooking foods (oils, salts, etc) 
–  Utensils/Equipment 
–  Towels 

•  Arrangement 
•  Lynch: no cutting during service, only one 

slicing thing out if it is called for  
•  Team prepared at No.9 Park and L’Espalier, 

special highly trained chefs all day at L’Espalier 



Working Clean 

•  McClelland: Clean as you go. Clean between 
tasks. Keeping yourself (apron, floor, cutting 
boards/knives) clean. #

•  Lynch: Start project, finish project (total focus).#
•  Why?#

–  Clears your brain#
–  Helps prepare for next task, clearing out the last#
–  You are “working organized”#
–  Ultimately saves time#

•  Bourdain recalls…#



Interfaces	  











Why	  is	  SysAdmin	  Hard	  (meta)	  

•  Transla@on	  
between	  vague	  
human	  needs	  and	  
the	  tech	  world	  

•  People-‐Machine	  
boundary	  
– Make	  people	  more	  
like	  machines	  

– Make	  machines	  more	  
like	  people	  





What	  Are	  We	  Up	  Against	  Now	  

•  Human	  Weaknesses	  
– Memory	  
–  Complexity	  

–  Systems	  understanding	  (mental	  modeling)	  
–  Communica@on	  

–  Slant	  



Epochs	  

•  CLI	  
• GUI	  
•  Automa@on	  
•  Config	  mgmt	  



Command	  line	  

•  Informa@on	  sparse	  
•  Leads	  to:	  

–  Terse	  and	  “efficient”	  communica@on	  
– Mental	  vs.	  visual	  abstrac@on	  (regexp,	  globbing)	  
–  Leveragable/building	  block	  work	  
–  Specific	  learning	  curve	  with	  very	  few	  affordances	  
– High	  accessibility	  

•  Very	  small	  experien@al	  difference	  between	  user	  
and	  system	  administrator	  

•  Most	  sysadmins	  dig	  this	  approach	  



tc qdisc del dev $ETH root 2>&1 > /dev/
null!

tc qdisc add dev $ETH root handle 1: htb 
default 2!

tc class add dev $ETH parent 1: classid 
1:1 htb rate 1000mbit!

tc class add dev $ETH parent 1: classid 
1:2 htb rate ${RESTRICTMEGABITS}mbit!

tc filter add dev $ETH protocol ip parent 
1: prio 1 u32 match ip dst 129.10.0.0/16 
flowid 1:1!

tc filter add dev $ETH protocol ip parent 
1: prio 1 u32 match ip dst 155.33.0.0/16 
flowid 1:1!





GUI	  

•  Move	  from	  one	  kind	  of	  
abstrac@on	  to	  another	  

•  S@ck	  with	  examples	  
from	  my	  history	  

•  Not	  going	  to	  do	  an	  
extensive	  historical	  
survey	  

•  Evolu@on	  



















Automa@on	  

•  (current)	  GUIs	  do	  a	  bad	  job	  with:	  
– Collec@ons	  and	  Selec@on	  
– Repe@@on	  
– Specifying	  complex	  ac@ons	  

•  Scrip@ng	  languages	  
•  Knit	  together	  tools	  
•  Fairly	  mature	  

•  Powershell	  





Perils	  of	  Automa@on	  



Configura@on	  Management	  

•  Next	  step	  up	  is	  config	  management	  
•  S@ll	  working	  out	  what	  this	  means	  (host,	  
network,	  router,	  package,	  abstrac@on…)	  

•  Acknowledge	  need	  to	  get	  away	  from	  low	  level	  
in	  order	  to	  scale	  

•  Maybe	  toddler	  age	  

•  Next	  wave?	  Autonomic	  compu@ng?	  





Two	  New	  Interes@ng	  Interfaces	  



psDoom	  



L3DGEWorld	  



BBLISA,	  You’re	  Our	  Only	  Hope	  

•  Distributed	  apps	  
•  Systems/web	  services	  

•  Cloudcuckooland	  (Cloud	  compu@ng)	  

•  Virtualiza@on	  
•  Ubitquity	  


